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Abstract

Purpose To evaluate rates of secondary surgical inter-

ventions in a cohort treated with fusion (ACDF), artificial

disc replacement (ADR) or a posterior surgical procedure

(PP) because of a cervical degenerative pathology.

Methods 715 patients treated with any primary cervical

surgical intervention between the years 2000 and 2010 were

retrospectively evaluated regarding frequency of secondary

surgery between the years 2000 and 2015, thus giving a

follow-up time of minimum 5 years. Reasons for secondary

surgery aswell as choice of new interventionwere evaluated.

Data were collected from a single-center setting.

Results Follow-up rate was 94%. 79 (11%) patients in total

underwent a new operation during follow-up. 50/504

(10%), 27/172 (15%), and 2/39 (5%) of the patients had a

second surgical intervention in the ACDF, ADR, and PP

groups, respectively. There was a statistically significant

higher rate of repeated surgery in the ADR group compared

to the ACDF group, OR 1.7 (CI 1.06–2.8), p = 0.03. Risk

for repeated surgery at index level was even higher for

ADR, OR 5.1 (CI 2.4–10.7), p\ 0.001. Reoperation rate

because of ASD in the whole cohort did not differ between

ACDF and ADR groups, p = 0.40.

Conclusion The group initially treated with artificial disc

replacement showed higher rate of reoperations and more

implant-related complications. In this cohort, artificial disc

replacement was not protective against reoperation because

of adjacent segment pathology.

Keywords Reoperation rate � Secondary surgery � Cervical
spine

Introduction

Surgical treatment for cervical radiculopathy can be per-

formed with different techniques, approaches, and with a

growing number of different implants. One of the most

used techniques is anterior cervical decompression and

fusion (ACDF) for the last decades, and there has been an

ongoing debate concerning possible disadvantages and side

effects following this technique. Several previous publi-

cations proposing that decreased motion at a fused level

can accelerate degenerative changes at adjacent level,

adjacent segment disease (ASD), could have been con-

tributing and invigorative factors for the development of

artificial disc replacement (ADR) devices [1–5]. The

intention of ADR is to maintain motion at the operated

level and thereby avoiding increased stress at the adjacent

level, which theoretically could precipitate ASD. Several

investigational device exemption studies (IDE) with RCT

designs comparing ACDF and ADR have shown higher

frequencies of secondary surgeries after ACDF, mostly

because of ASD and pseudarthrosis [6–9]. Other studies

with data from larger cohorts outside the IDE studies have

not been able to substantiate this [10, 11]. With the intro-

duction of new surgical techniques and implants, there is

also a risk for development of new side effects and
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complications. Previously described advert events after

treatment with ADR are implant instability and migration,

heterotopic bone formation, and implant wear [12–16]. The

aim of this retrospective study was to compare frequencies

of secondary surgery after different primary interventions

for cervical degenerative spine pathology. The reasons of

secondary surgery and choice of surgical method for the

secondary interventions were also assessed.

Patients and methods

715 patients registered as a primary cervical surgical pro-

cedure in the years 2000–2010 were included. All patients

were treated at one single surgical setting, highly special-

ized in degenerative spine disorders. Average age was

47 years and 49% were women. For this study, the surgical

procedures were classified into the three subgroups: ante-

rior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF), artificial

disc replacement (ADR), and posterior procedures (PP).

There were no statistical significant differences in age,

gender, or number of surgical levels between the groups

(Table 1). 504 (70%) of the surgical interventions were

ACDFs, 172 (24%) were ADRs, and 39 (6%) were poste-

rior procedures (PP) including laminectomy or foramino-

tomy without instrumentation. 120 patients (17%) were

classified with the diagnose myelopathy and were all

treated with ACDF or a PP. Of the remaining 595 patients,

the indication for surgery was radiculopathy with at least 3

months of duration before surgery. The choice of procedure

was associated with MRI pathology and grade of degen-

eration. In general, an anterior root affection was associ-

ated with a decision to perform an ACDF or ADR, while a

posterior pathology was performed with a PP. Patients with

more advanced degenerative changes were more unlikely

to be treated with ADR as a motion sparing concept, the-

oretically, is more dependent on normal surrounding

functional structures, e.g., uncovertebral joints and facet

joints. ACDF was performed with iliac crest bone graft or

cage with additional plating in most cases. When cage was

used, it was filled with bone harvested during decompres-

sion (osteophytes and/or uncovertebral joints). ADR was

performed with the DiscoverTM artificial disc (DePuy

Spine) or the PrestigeTM LP cervical disc (Medtronic). The

distribution of different surgical concepts is presented in

Table 2. In a more detailed analysis of surgical levels

between the ACDF and ADR groups, there was a statistical

significant difference in the C3–C5 level group but not in

any other combination of levels (Table 3). Diagnosis and

type of operation were registered with separate codes.

Diagnoses were classified as radiculopathy because of

herniated disc or foraminal stenosis with or without

myelopathy. Patients seeking with new symptoms after

surgery were evaluated with flexion/extension plain X-ray,

MRI, and CT to determine if the problem was associated

with ASD with root affection, pseudarthrosis (ACDF) or

instability/migration (ADR). In cases of uncertainty

regarding motion in an ACDF or instability of an ADR, a

complimentary 3D CT with high accuracy for detecting

small movements was performed. This analysis was part of

another research project and could only be done at the

initial setting [17]. Pseudarthrosis, or non-healing, was

defined as visible motion in any of the above-mentioned

modalities. Instability in ADR was defined as a visible

migration compared to initial postoperative X-ray, or

detectable motion between in any of components of the

ADR relative to the surrounding vertebrae. The first fol-

low-up was based on a code for secondary intervention.

Patients coded for any cervical reoperation at the initial

setting in the years 2000–2015 were registered and inclu-

ded in a second analysis, and thus, the follow-up time for

the initially included group was at least 5 years. For the

second step follow-up, patients without reoperation code at

the initial setting were initially contacted via letter in which

they were asked about secondary cervical surgery at other

settings. If no answer was received, we made attempts to

establish contact via telephone. In those cases, where

patients could confirm secondary cervical spine surgery at

other settings, copies of medical records were commis-

sioned and reviewed (Fig. 1). From this material, we could

analyze reasons for reoperation, time interval between the

surgeries, and type of secondary surgery. The PP group was

excluded from comparative statistical analysis regarding

reoperations as the group was smaller and contained more

heterogeneity in interventions than the ACDF and ADR

groups. All patients who had undergone surgery at other

settings were asked for permission before commissioning

of their medical records. The study was approved by the

regional ethics committee in Stockholm (2015/2327-31/2).

Statistics

Descriptive statistics was used for patient characteristics

and baseline data. Adjustment for differences between

groups in baseline variables was not performed. A 2 9 2

contingency table was used to calculate differences in

reoperations between groups. Chi-square test and Fisher’s

exact test were used for categorical data and independent

Table 1 Baseline data of mean age (SD), distribution of gender, and

number of surgical levels between ACDF, ADR, and PP groups

ACDF (n = 504) ADR (n = 172) PP (n = 39)

Age 47.3 (3.1) 46.6 (4.5) 47.4 (9.3)

Men/female 258/246 87/85 20/19

Levels 1/2/3/4 319/176/9/0 117/54/1/0 21/8/6/4
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sample t test for continuous data. Odds ratio with 95%

confidence interval was calculated for differences between

groups. A p level less than 0.05 was regarded as statisti-

cally significant. SPSS version 23 was used for all

calculations.

Results

The first follow-up resulted in 73 patients with a code for

secondary intervention at the initial setting. Of the

remaining 642 patients, answers were received from 532 by

letter and 64 by telephone. Of these, six patients reported at

least one second intervention at other settings, and in total,

79 patients had undergone a second intervention. Follow-

up was registered in 669 of the initially 715 included

patients (94%). Of the remaining 46, 22 patients were

reported deceased, while 24 could not be reached (Fig. 1).

In the group of deceased patients, relatives could not

confirm second cervical intervention in any case. As this

was second hand information, this group was regarded as a

loss to follow-up. 14 (2%) patients were registered with

more than one reoperation. The proportion of reoperated

patients was 50/504 (10%) in the ACDF group, 27/172

(15%) in the ADR group, and 2/39 (5%) in the PP group.

Average time between the first operation and the second

was 35.3 months. The reasons for reoperation differed

between the groups and the second procedure solution was

to some extent linked to the initial procedure (Table 4).

Comparison between the groups ADR and ACDF regard-

ing rates of reoperation showed OR 1.7 (CI 1.06–2.8)

which was a statistically significant higher rate for ADR,

p = 0.03. Reoperation rate at the index level was even

higher for the ADR group, OR 5.1 (CI 2.4–10.7),

p\ 0.001. Reoperation rate because of ASD was propor-

tionally higher for ACDF within the group of reoperated

patients, OR 3.1 (CI 1.1–8.6), p = 0.03. When all the

operated patients in both groups were compared for reop-

eration because of ASD, no statistically significant differ-

ence could be shown, p = 0.40. There was a statistically

significant difference in distribution of gender between the

two reoperated groups with a higher proportion of women

in the ADR group, p = 0.01. The mean time span from first

to second interventions also differed between the groups

with a longer mean time span in the ADR group, however,

not statistically significant (Table 5). The most common

cause for second intervention in the ACDF group was ASD

resulting in additional fusion (22 patients) or a comple-

mentary ADR (4 patients) resulting in a hybrid construc-

tion. Migration or instability of the implant was the most

common cause in the ADR group and all patients were

reoperated with extraction of the ADR and conversion to

an ACDF. In six patients, there was a substantial osteolysis

around the ADR implant resulting in a malalignment. The

only way to solve this was to perform a corpectomy of the

Table 2 Distribution of

different interventions (% of all

in the group), number of

surgical levels, and rate of

reoperations (% of all in the

group) after intervention in the

ACDF, ADR, and PP groups

respectively

Group Intervention Levels 1/2/3/4 Reoperations

ACDF (n = 504) Fusion w plating 464 (93) 279/176/9/0 46 (10)

Fusion wo plate 40 (7) 40/0/0/0 4 (10)

ADR (n = 172) Discover disc 151 (88) 96/54/1/0 24 (16)

Prestige LP disc 21 (12) 21/0/0/0 3 (15)

PP (n = 39) Laminectomy 21 (54) 6/6/5/4 2 (10)

Foraminotomy 18 (46) 15/2/1 0 (0)

Table 3 Distribution of surgical levels between the ACDF and ADR

groups, respectively

Levels ACDF [n = 504 (%)] ADR [n = 172 (%)] p level

C3–C4 9 (2) 2 (1) 0.74

C4–C5 12 (2) 6 (3) 0.58

C5–C6 151 (30) 58 (34) 0.39

C6–C7 144 (29) 50 (29) 0.92

C3–C5 12 (2) 0 (0) 0.04

C4–C6 30 (6) 9 (5) 0.85

C5–C7 134 (27) 45 (26) 0.92

C4–C7 9 (2) 1 (0) 0.31

C7–Th1 3 (0) 1 (0) 0.98

Fig. 1 Follow-up of the cohort
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damaged vertebrae after extraction of the ADR, and then to

restore alignment with a two-level fusion (Fig. 2a–c). ASD

in the ADR group was treated with either ADR (4 patients)

or extraction of the ADR and conversion to ACDF at both

levels (3 patients). Infection as a contributing factor for

reoperation could only be established in one case with

migration of implant following ACDF. In reoperated

patients with ADR, infection was not found in any case,

even though tissue samples for bacteria culture were taken

during surgery. Severe dysphagia was reported in 18

patients (23%) during the first postoperative period. No

patient was reported with infection or severe neurological

damage after secondary surgery.

Discussion

Conducting studies on complications and frequencies of

secondary surgeries can be problematic from two aspects:

the need for sufficiently large materials to detect rare

events and to get reliable data. To obtain sufficient volumes

of data, national registers can be used. However, in the

Swespine, registration of cervical spine procedures was

not started until 2006 and data were not initially reported

from all settings performing cervical spine surgery. Fur-

thermore, the long-term follow-up rates in registers tend

not to be satisfactory and may lead to problems with too

large numbers of loss of patients. In a study by Aghayev

et al., 5-year follow-up of ADR in the SwissSpine register

was only 64.8% [18]. The retrospective study design is not

suitable for research questions requiring baseline data, but

may have an advantage for long-term follow-up studies of

complications. The follow-up rates of 94% in this study are

higher and with more reliable data than we could get from

the Swespine register. Previous studies comparing advert

events and secondary surgeries between ACDF and ADR

have during the last decade been presented in randomized

trials and meta-analyzes with most articles reporting fewer

secondary interventions in the ADR groups. The random-

ized controlled trials are predominantly industry sponsored

investigational device exemption (IDE) studies with the

intention to get FDA approval for the device in the US.

Randomized trials with the primary intention to compare

outcome between two different treatments may not be the

best study design to evaluate rare events as reoperations.

Sponsorship also might lead to a bias in decision making in

secondary interventions [19–22]. Common reasons for

secondary surgeries after ACDF in most randomized trials

are pseudarthrosis and ASD. In this study, ASD was also

the most common reason for a new intervention in the

ACDF group, while intervention for pseudarthrosis was

less than 1% which is lower than found in another retro-

spective study of 672 patients [23], but consistent with

other publications [24, 25]. A majority of patients in this

cohort were treated with iliac crest bone and plating which

might create better conditions for healing than alternative

methods [26–28]. It should also be pointed out that pseu-

darthrosis could be a difficult diagnosis to establish as there

is no sufficiently accurate radiological method to ensure

very small movements in non-healed segments [29, 30].

Patients in this cohort who were reoperated because of

pseudarthrosis were diagnosed with CT after a combination

of suspected non-healing on plain x-rays and continuous

pain reported by the patient. The possibility that patients

without severe symptoms, and thus not examined with CT,

may have had a non-healed fusion can, therefore, not be

ruled out. Despite a quite large number of patients operated

with iliac crest bone in this cohort, no patient was reop-

erated due to complications at donor site. Reoperation rate

because of ASD in this study was 5% in the ACDF group

with a follow-up time varying from 0 to 15 years. This is

lower than reported in other literature. In a retrospective

study by Lee et al., 1038 patients were analyzed regarding

Table 4 Rates and reasons for

reoperation in the ACDF and

ADR groups, respectively

Rates of reoperation in respective group ACDF (n = 50/504) ADR (n = 27/172) p level (0.03)

Adjacent segment disease 26 (52/5) 7 (26/4) 0.03/0.40

Migration of implant, osteolysis 7 (14/1) 19 (70/11) \0.01/\0.01

Pseudarthrosis 5 (10/1) n.a.

Remaining neural compression 10 (20/2) 0 (0/0) 0.44/0.31

Postoperative hematoma 2 (4/0) 1 (4/0) 0.72/0.56

Figures within brackets show % of reoperation within group and whole group, respectively. p levels are

shown for comparison within reoperation of group/whole group

Table 5 Comparison of mean age (SD), distribution of gender,

number of surgical levels, and mean time interval (SD) between index

operation and second operation in the reoperation ACDF and ADR

groups

ACDF (n = 50) ADR (n = 27) p level

Age 49.8 (7.8) 49.2 (8.9) 0.7

Men/female 30/20 8/19 0.01

1 Level/2 level 32/18 18/9 0.6

Time interval (months) 33 (26) 50 (44) 0.1
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reoperation because of ASD and they found a relatively

constant rate of 2.4%/year and that smoking and female

gender increased the risk and that more than two surgical

levels decreased the risk for reoperation because of ASD

[31]. In the present study, complete data for smoking were

not available, why the impact of smoking could not be

analyzed. Another study comparing reoperations for ASD

in a cohort of patients outside RCTs with reoperation rates

of patients inside the RCTs, and found a lower rate of 2.1%

within 2 years [10]. Rates of reoperations because of ASD

in this study were not statistically different between ACDF

and ADR groups (p = 0.40), consistent with a meta-anal-

ysis showing no significant statistical difference between

groups [32]. Ten patients in the ACDF group were reop-

erated because of the remaining neural compression and in

most patients because of posterior pathology in the facet

joints. This may reflect that patients in the ACDF group

had more advanced degenerative changes than the patients

in the ADR group, in which no patient was reoperated

because of the same reason. Reoperation because of

infection could be established in one patient who was

treated with an ACDF. The anterior approach for cervical

spine surgery is known for low infection rates and infection

is seldom a reason for readmission [33]. The cohort in this

study was followed for at least 5 years with a follow-up of

94% and showed a statistically significant difference in

rates of reoperations in total, advantageous for ACDF. This

finding is deviant to results from most previously published

RCTs and meta-analyzes showing lower rates of reopera-

tions in the ADR groups [34–38]. The results in our study

are supported by a study presented by Nandyala et al. in

2014. They used a nationwide inpatient sample database in

the US with data from more than 180,000 patients, found

revision rates for ACDF and ADR of 2.0 and 7.7%,

respectively, for one- and two-level surgeries during the

years 2002–2011. They also found that revision surgery of

ADR was associated with higher incidence of postoperative

infection and greater length of stay [11]. The majority of

patients in the ADR group in the present study were

reoperated because of implant migration and/or instability,

which is consistent with the results from a previous

biomechanical in vivo CT study [39]. It must be pointed

out that biomechanical characteristics may vary between

different brands and designs of ADRs, and thus, the data in

this study are not completely generalizable [40]. We cannot

with this study point out certain risk factors for reoperation

after treatment with ADR, event though we found that

women were overrepresented in the group of patients who

had undergone a second intervention in the ADR group.

This might be a finding that could be associated with

gender differences in bone morphology, but needs to be

investigated further [41]. Evaluation of bone mineral den-

sity was not performed routinely in this cohort, and

therefore, no analysis of association to reoperation rate

Fig. 2 a Lateral plain X-ray of a discover artificial disc at level C5–

C6 24 months after surgery. Subsidence and incipient osteolysis

around the upper component of the implant can be seen but no severe

symptoms presented by the patient. b Same patients as Fig. 2a but

52 months after initial surgery. The patient complains of severe neck

pain and X-ray shows severe osteolysis of the C5 vertebrae. An

increasing kyphosis in the segment can also be noted. c CT of same

patient after extraction of ADR and reconstruction with a two-level

fusion done with a titanium mesh cage and additional plating
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could be done. There are several limitations with a retro-

spective study comparing different cohorts of patients as

they might differ substantially in demographics and base-

line data. There is also a risk for skewness between the

groups depending on inclusion bias. As we in this study

focused on reoperation following different surgical tech-

niques, no conclusions can be made regarding patient

reported outcomes. It can be argued that reoperation is not

a good outcome measure and that decision making for this

intervention may vary considerably between different sur-

geons. On the other hand, it is a dichotomous variable, also

preceded by new symptoms and radiological findings that

could not be neglected. Secondary surgical cervical spine

interventions are associated with higher risk for compli-

cations, e.g., dysphagia, infection, and neurological dam-

age, and must as far as possible be avoided.

Conclusion

In this cohort, we found an increased rate of secondary

surgical intervention after initial surgery with cervical

artificial disc replacement. No difference in surgical

intervention for adjacent segment disease was found

between the different primary surgical techniques. Patients

initially treated with disc replacement also showed an

increased risk for revision surgery at the index level. These

findings indicate that disc replacement does not protect

against adjacent level pathology, but instead may give rise

to more implant-related problems.
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